San Luis Obispo City Councilman Donald Q. Miller, a graduate of this campus, announced yesterday that he will not be a candidate for re-election in April.

On the heels of his announcement, Miller was quoted as saying he should be succeeded by a student from this campus. The 36 year old councilman has held current position since 1968. Miller said that 13 years was "sufficient" time for him to serve as a councilman.

Miller stated in November that people need "should be the city's first priority. He defined "people needs" as parks, recreation facilities, open space, preservation, creek beautification, air and water pollution control and public transportation.

He added that he must devote more time to his private interests since he was laid off as a Southern Pacific switchman ii months ago. He has been operating a small printing business and said he must give more consideration to "gainful employment".

As a councilman Miller has spoken against use of city funds to promote recruitment of private industry and has spoken for the city's sponsoring a comprehensive medical plan for all citizens, a proposal promptly dubbed "Miller-care."

He also has campaigned for resumption of public bus service in San Luis Obispo. Recently he has arranged for several city hall "rap sessions," where citizens may gather to discuss for common problems.

In 1964 Miller, a Democrat, campaigned unsuccessfully against Republican Vernon Burgson for election to the State Senate.

After obtaining his degree in printing engineering, Miller did graduate work at Los Angeles State.
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EDITORIAL

Dump Dumke? Think it over

Recent attacks on State College Chancellor Glenn Dumke and subsequent crises for him immediately resignation by 10 student newspapers in the State College system, which they may have some foundation have not yielded sufficient evidence to warrant immediate support by this newspaper.

The editorial which was written by Craig Turner, editor of the San Jose State College Spartan Daily said Dumke "has misused his power as chancellor, allowing himself to be manipulated by politicians." It went on to say, "He has helped "reverse-politicize" the State Colleges, turning them into instruments of the political right."

Five other newspapers, San Diego, Fullerton, Pemono, Sacramento and San Fernando Valley, ran the editorial written by Turner.

Turner said in his editorial, "The evidence that Dr. Dumke has been a poor chancellor is apparent in his action and inaction." He stated; "Most important, Dr. Dumke has failed to stand up and speak on behalf of the students who he administers at a time when those colleges are under attack from all sides."

"This editorial will be one of the first to admit that Chancellor Dumke has acted irresponsibly on a number of issues in the past, most recently his attempt to eliminate birth control counseling from campus health centers, but I will also give the chancellor researching the situation and not simply falling into step with shallow in-conveniences."

Ian McCabe
Editor-in-Chief

College Union positions open

Only a few more weeks until the College Union will open its doors to the public, reports Judi Cochran, College Union Board of Governors (CUBG) secretary. The Union is governed by the CUBG which is made up of 16 students, two staff and two faculty members, and one alumnus, each having one vote. Students serve a two-year term on the board, with five new students being appointed each year.

Applications for positions on the board can be picked up at the TCU now. Applicants must go to an interviewing board after completing their applications. All applications must be returned to the TCU by Jan. 31. Applicants must be able to serve a two-year term. Final selections will be made by Pres. Robert Kennedy through recommendations of the interviewing board.

The board of governors meets on Thursday afternoons from 3-5 p.m. Although a new term won't begin until Fall Quarter, new members will be asked to sit in on the meetings this spring, if possible.
Drug-oriented culture discussed by pharmacist

"We are living in a drug-oriented society," said Dr. Steve Bollinger in Tuesday's Project 9 lecture. "At the turn of the century, one out of every 500 persons was addicted to opium. In this generation, however, there has been a ten-fold decrease in this type of addiction," he said.

Bollinger, a local pharmacist, classified psychoactive drugs in four major classes: depressants, stimulants, and those which involve a person's environment and personality rather than his physical aspects," he said.

Depressants, which include alcohol, affect the central nervous system (CNS) by slowing down respiration, heart beat, and blood pressure. "There is no tolerance or physical dependence involved in pot use, but a psychological dependence may develop," he said. When asked if using pot led to harder drugs, Bollinger said that no conclusive evidence has been found to support this belief. "As far as anyone knows, pot leads to harder drugs just about as much as a milk does," he said.

Stimulants also affect the CNS. This group, which includes amphetamines such as cocaine, stimulate the CNS from the "top to the bottom" and especially the sensory and motor systems. Bollinger described the stimulants as developing a rapid tolerance, but no true physical dependence.

Psychedelics, according to the pharmacological description, cannot be termed "true" hallucinogens, because the "vision" seen by people high on a psychedelic are the effect of the drug and not a product of the mind. A relative tolerance can be built up if a psychedelic drug is taken for a period of time, but no physical dependence develops.

There is a high degree of professional abuse in the depressant category. About 10 percent of the addiction in this category is attributed to doctors, dentists, and nurses. These people are usually addicted to demerol, a derivative of morphine, because of its availability," he said.

Bollinger pointed out that the drug most widely used in the depressant category is morphine.

The addict experiences a decreased appetite and a decreased interest in sex. He becomes a very passive individual, and hard to anger. The crimes the addict commits are petty and committed only to sustain his habit.

Depressants, which include alcohol, affect the central nervous system (CNS) by slowing down respiration, heart beat, and blood pressure. Bollinger went on to say.

"There is no tolerance or physical dependence involved in pot use, but a psychological dependence may develop," he said. When asked if using pot led to harder drugs, Bollinger said that no conclusive evidence has been found to support this belief. "As far as anyone knows, pot leads to harder drugs just about as much as a milk does," he said.

Stimulants also affect the CNS. This group, which includes amphetamines such as cocaine, stimulate the CNS from the "top to the bottom" and especially the sensory and motor systems. Bollinger described the stimulants as developing a rapid tolerance, but no true physical dependence.

Psychedelics, according to the pharmacological description, cannot be termed "true" hallucinogens, because the "vision" seen by people high on a psychedelic are the effect of the drug and not a product of the mind. A relative tolerance can be built up if a psychedelic drug is taken for a period of time, but no physical dependence develops.

You'll Increase Your Reading Speed On-The-Spot!

Come to Your Free Speed Reading Lesson.

We want you to decide for yourself the value of becoming a rapid reader through the use of the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Techniques. Therefore, we are offering a special free one-hour lesson to provide you with a glimpse of what it is like to be a dynamic reader. You'll learn the rate of your present reading. You'll discover various study methods and procedures. And you'll actually participate in the techniques that will improve your reading and comprehension.

You'll find that there's no particular magic to becoming a speed reader...the real ingredient is learning the proper techniques. Students, educators, businessmen and housewives, over 40,000 of them have mastered the Evelyn Wood method, and the late President Kennedy was sufficiently convinced of its value to invite Evelyn Wood to the White House to train his staff.
Matador leads scoring
Jackson ranks fifth (15.4)

San Fernando Valley States
Emerson Carr leads the California Collegiate Athletic Association in individual scoring according to statistics released yesterday.

Carr has averaged 30.5 points a game over 13 games this season. Mike Washington of the University of California at Riverside owns a 19.8 average and Tony Rodrigues of Cal State Fullerton is third at 19.8.

Mustang Billy Jackson and Dennis d'Austramont rank fifth and eighth with averages of 15.4 and 13.8, respectively.

UCR Highlander Sam Cash tops the loop in rebounding with 14.3 per game, and teammate Howard Lee is second at 11.7. Mustang Bob Jennings ranks fourth behind Paul McCracken of Valley State.

Field goal percentage leader Kirby Grodon of UCR is shooting 56 per cent, and Cal State Fullerton's Mark Ramsey is second at 54 per cent.

Huge Selection Of
REBUILT BATTERIES
By $6.95 12v $9.95

Bob's Beacon
1756 Monterey 543-9458

Track meeting slated tonight
Anyone interested in participating on the Mustang track team this year are requested to attend a meeting in Men's Gym Room 219 at 6:00 tonight, according to coach Steve Simmons.

San Fernando Valley States
Emerson Carr was named California Collegiate Athletic Association Player of the Week following the first weekend of play.

Carr scored 21 points against Cal Poly Pomona Friday and 21 against the University of California at Riverside Saturday in leading the Matadors to victories in both games.

Huge Selections Of
RETREAD TIRES
$8.95 and Up

Bob's Beacon
1756 Monterey 543-0488

MILK SHAKES
Reg. 40c

12 BROAD ST. 543-7946

Spread the word! Go
MUSTANG CLASSIFIED
and reach over 12,000
Students and staff

For Sale

EXCALIBUR 35mm Camera $25.00, 35mm, 50, 80, 96 lenses, filter, tripod, flash, etc. Also rapid processor, $345.00.

GARRAND Turntable AM-FM $350.00, superbe speakers, for $250.00 or best offer. Must sell. Call 544-6468.

Announcements

PART-TIME JOBS: SEE OWN HOURS, Excellent Pay, Good Working Conditions. 544-0900 evenings.

Candle Making: supplies at Wholesale prices 544-0707.


Tyring done in my home, Senior projects, art. 25-30 a page. Call 543-9030.

Housing

MALE ROOMMATES WANTED

Female Roommates wanted. Close to campus. Call (423) 568-56 or best offer. 534-483.

Person wanted to share room in Shell Beach. $5 a month. come by anytime. Call 317-2517, or best offer. 534-483.

NOTICE: Will the person in charge of room exams, please give me my 70% marks. I have had a bad cold. 534-0711.

For rent-NEW BRAND new box, one bedroom, kitchen, bathroom and water, 534-115. Married couple no pets. 544-0711 aft. 4.

CAMPBELL'S SHELL SERVICE

Serving Cal Poly with prices that fit

FEATUREING A
Full time Poly Mechanics
Most Foreign & Domestic cars

544-4611
Santa Rosa & Montalban

1120 Garden St.

Don Andrews Jeweler
119-2454

Pier Imports

347 Madonna Rd. San Luis Obispo Calif

LEON'S BOOK STORE

119-2454

119-2454

Watches Diamonds

M-1215 BROAD

Don Andrews Jeweler
119-2454

Don Andrews Jeweler
119-2454

CARPENTER & SEDGLEY

888-MONTMJV

LEON'S BOOK STORE

119-2454

119-2454
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